Conveni-Pack

Integrated solution for
refrigeration, heating and
air conditioning

››For

small and medium sized food retailers

Conveni-Pack,

commercial refrigeration with integrated heating
and air conditioning
Up until now, refrigeration and deep freezing systems needed to be separate from the air conditioning
and heating systems. With Daikin’s Conveni-Pack you can now have one integrated system which
covers all your refrigeration and climate control needs.

Energy efficient heat
recovery

Up to 100%
heat recovery
AC Cooling: 21.8 kW - AC Heating: 27.0 kW

Conveni-Pack recovers up to 100% of the heat
extracted from supermarket refrigeration cases
and re-uses it to heat the retail space at no
additional cost.

MT Refigeration: 21.8 kW
LT Refrigeration
3.35 kW
booster
-35°C

-10°C

Ensuring year round climate comfort
The heat recovered from refrigerated and freezer
display cabinets can be used to provide heating for
the shop.
Winter

Summer
+22°C

+2°C

+5°C

-20°C

+2°C
-35°C

+5°C

-20°C
Extracts heat
from outside air

-35°C

Conveni-Pack
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Heat
recovery

+20°C

Conveni-Pack

‘We cut our annual energy consumption by nearly 60% thanks
to Conveni-Pack’s combination of heat recovery, optimised
controls and inverter compressor technology.’
Convenience store, Hungary

Compact solution

60%
smaller

Reduced footprint

footprint

Conveni-Pack’s compact size makes it an ideal unit for
installation in situations where space is at a premium.
Compared to conventional systems, it has a 60%
smaller footprint.

Outstanding flexibility

+
Air conditioning

+
LT1 refrigeration
5.6m2

MT refrigeration

Conveni-Pack
2.2m2

Because Conveni-Pack is a modular solution,
you can install multiple outdoor units and add
extra units as demand increases. If you combine
Conveni-Pack with other Daikin outdoor refrigeration
units, you get the ultimate total solution for heating,
air conditioning and refrigeration for almost any
type of shop. The ability to decentralise outdoor
units reduces the need for long piping runs in any
installation.
››

››
››
››

››

Combined cooling and freezing (with optional
booster unit): evaporating temperature range from
-45°C to +10°C
Multiple outdoor units can be positioned to make
the best use of the space available
Outdoor units can be positioned up to 35m above
or 10m below the indoor units
The piping length can be up to 130m between
the outdoor unit and the furthest refrigeration
cabinet or air conditioning indoor unit
Suitable for indoor installations through the use of
high ESP fans
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Daikin is a strong challenger in the
refrigeration market. By combining
Conveni-Pack, ZEAS condensing units
and commercial condensing units, we
can create the ideal solution for each
customer’s specific situation. We take
environmental sustainability extremely
seriously, so all our products are designed
to operate more efficiently and are
extensively tested during manufacture.
Our Conveni-Pack solution fully
complies with the new European F-gas
legislation and has a proven track record
at over one thousand sites in Europe.
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Smart solution for
commercial refrigeration
Reliability

Comfort

Based upon proven VRV technology
Fully packaged systems, factory tested

Customers are happier in a climate which is warm in
winter and cool in summer, and the wide range of
air conditioning units available with Conveni-Pack
provide just that.

More than a thousand customers already rely
on Conveni-Pack

Indoor and outdoor units have extremely low
and unobtrusive sound levels

Recognised* as innovative and environmentally
friendly solution

Energy efficient
Improving shop comfort at no extra cost.
Recovers up to 100% of the heat generated by
the refrigeration showcases or evaporators
Sends heat to the indoor air conditioning units
Conveni-Pack’s energy efficiency is unrivalled,
reducing energy consumption by up to 50%
annually
Inverter scroll compressor allows adaptation of
capacity to the required cooling
Uses optimised controls and state-of-the-art
compressor technology
Respects the environment
Uses R-410A, already F-gas compliant

Comfortable for customers and neighbours alike
Refrigeration units keep food and drinks chilled
to the ideal temperature
Biddle air curtains can be integrated into
the system

Control
 	Diagnostic tools and a service checker simplify
maintenance and ensure reliable operation
 	Daikin Modbus interface can connect ConveniPack to a third party building management
system and temperature monitoring systems

Cost
 	High energy efficiency with inverter scroll
technology
 	Low consumption through economiser
 	Longer lifetime: limited start/stop cycles,
DC motors, integrated unit control and safety
 	Less piping required

2014

2008

2006

›› Winner of the Institute of

›› Innovation Trophy, Equipmag

›› UK Environmental Product

*

Refrigeration Ireland (IRI)

(exhibition in France)

Environmental award

›› Winner of the Top
Retail Product Award,
Handelsjournal, Germany.

of the Year, Cooling Industry
Awards

2007
›› Incentive Prize, German
Environment Ministry
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'Conveni-Pack’s software is easy to use and understand,
and the detailed reports about the condensing units are very
useful in helping us to control the system.’
Installer mid-sized supermarket, Ireland

Acting ahead of legislation
Daikin has always led the field when it comes to innovation and design. Increasingly tough
legislation and regulations around the world have been a factor in our investment in developing new
refrigeration technologies to help our customers to continue to develop their businesses.

F-gas regulation

Economiser function

The new F-gas regulation came into effect at the
beginning of 2015. Daikin's Conven-Pack uses R-410A
refrigerant which is already compliant with this
legislation, by reducing life-cycle leakage risks to an
absolute minimum.

The economiser function in our refrigeration
products delivers two main benefits. It increases the
evaporator’s capacity while less absorbed power
is required. At the same time, it also decreases the
discharge temperature, increasing the lifetime of the
compressor.

Ecodesign Directive
The EU’s Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC is
designed to encourage the refrigeration market
to use more efficient products. We have taken up
this challenge by incorporating leading-edge
technologies into all the elements of the ConveniPack system.

Inverter capacity control
We have incorporated inverter technology into our
Conveni-Pack to give optimum control of fluctuating
loads in refrigerated cabinets. This delivers lower
energy losses than traditional
refrigeration units.
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Adaptable evaporation temperature
To lower the energy consumption, the configured
evaporation temperature of Conveni-Pack can be
increased through an external signal.
At closing time, night curtains are lowered, reducing
the load by 1/3. This means that the evaporator coil
is now oversized and there is a risk of freezing the
goods. To avoid this, the evaporation temperature of
Conveni-Pack can be increased.

Tools and platforms
Here are a few
handy tools for
the refrigeration
professional.

Refrigeration Xpress software
User-friendly, easy to understand design software for
Conveni-Pack and ZEAS condensing units. Its detailed
report includes a list of materials, piping and wiring
diagrams, and device options.

Daikin E–data app for tablet
Find out in your own language which Daikin
products are available in your market.
Available for both iOS and Android.

Daikin product finder
For an overview of refrigeration products or if you
want to make a comparison, please refer to
www.daikineurope.com/commercial/products

›› Check out the Conveni-Pack animation on our
YouTube channel
›› Discover why a Belgian petrol station owner
chose Conveni-Pack
https://www.youtube.com/DaikinEurope
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‘With Conveni-Pack, we have a complete and totally reliable
solution for all our heating and air conditioning needs,
as well as for refrigerating all our fresh and frozen products.’
Food store, Austria

‘Conveni-Pack keeps the shop quiet for our customers, and our
neighbours are also very pleased at how silent the outdoor unit is.
So everybody’s comfortable with it.’
Supermarket owner, Germany
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Indoor air conditioning units and Biddle air curtains for connection
to Conveni-Pack
A wide range of air conditioning units and Biddle air curtains are available
to meet any shop’s cooling and heating requirements.
Capacity class (kW)
Model

Product name

Cooling capacity (kW)1
Heating capacity (kW)2

50

63

80

100

125

140

200

250

5.6
6.3

7.1
8.0

9.0
10.0

11.2
12.5

14.0
16.0

16.0
18.0

22.4
25.0

28.0
31.5









Round flow cassette

FXFQ-A







2-way blow
ceiling mounted cassette

FXCQ-A







Ceiling mounted
corner cassette





FXKQ-MA

Concealed ceiling unit
with inverter driven fan

FXSQ-P











Concealed ceiling unit
with inverter driven fan

FXMQ-P7











Large concealed
ceiling unit

FXMQ-MA



Ceiling suspended unit

FXHQ-A

4-way blow ceiling
suspended unit

FXUQ-A

Floor standing unit

FXLQ-P





Concealed
floor standing unit

FXNQ-P








Capacity class (kW)
Model

Product Name

Heating capacity (kW)2

80

100

125

140

200

250

7.4 - 9.2

11.6 - 13.4

15.6

16.2 - 19.9

29.4

29.4 - 31.1

Biddle air curtain
free hanging

CYVS-DK













Biddle air curtain cassette

CYVM-DK













Biddle air curtain recessed

CYVL-DK













1

Nominal cooling capacities are based on: indoor temperature: 27°CDB / 19°CWB, outdoor temperature: 35°CDB, piping length: 7.5m, level difference: 0m

2

Nominal heating capacities are based on: indoor temperature: 20°CDB, outdoor temperature: 7°CDB / 6°CWB, piping length: 7.5m, level difference: 0m

3

Optional
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Conveni-Pack
Refrigeration solution for food retailers featuring
award winning technology for heat recovery
›› Integrates medium and low temperature refrigeration
and air conditioning (including heating) into one system
›› Lower associated CO2 emissions thanks to its heat
recovery technology
›› The modularity of the Conveni-Pack system maximises
installation flexibility. Outdoor units can be grouped into
blocks or rows, or distributed around the building, to
meet individual installation constraints
›› The heat extracted from the refrigeration showcases or
evaporators can be re-used for heating the shop at no
extra cost
›› Low sound level including “night mode” operation
LRYEQ16AY1

Medium Temperature Refrigeration
Cooling capacity
Air conditioning
Refrigeration (1)
Heating capacity (2) Air conditioning
Refrigeration (2)
Dimensions
Unit

LRYEQ-AY1
kW
kW
kW
kW
mm
mm
mm
kg

Nom.
Nom.
Nom.
Nom.
Height
Width
Depth

Weight
Heat exchanger
Compressor

Unit
Type
Type
Piston displacement
Speed
Output
Starting method
Frequency ON/OFF
Compressor 2
Speed
Output
Compressor 3
Speed
Output
Fan
Type
Quantity
Air flow rate
Cooling
Fan motor
Output
Drive
Sound pressure level Nom.
Operation range
Evaporator
Cooling
Cooling
Ambient
Heating
Ambient
Refrigerant
Type / GWP
Charge
Control
Refrigerant oil
Type
Charged volume
Piping connections Refrigeration
Liquid
Gas
Power supply

Phase/Frequency/Voltage

m³/h
rpm
W

rpm
W
rpm
W

Nom.

Min.~Max.
Min.~Max.
Min.~Max.

m³/min
W
dBA
°CDB
°CDB
°CDB
kg / TCO2Eq

l
50m or less
50~130m
50m or less
50~130m
Hz/V

16
14.0
21.8
27.0
21.8
1,680
1,240
765
370
Cross fin coil
Hermetically sealed scroll compressor
13.34
6,300
2,500
Direct on line (inverter driven)
Less than 6 times/hour
2,900
3,600
2,900
4,500
Propeller fan
2
230
750
Direct drive
62.0
-20~10
-5~43
-15~21
R-410A / 2,087.5
11.5 / 24.0
Electronic expansion valve
Daphne FVC68D
1.7 / 2.1 / 2.1 / 4.0
Ø 9.5 C1220T
Ø 12.7 C1220T
Ø 25.4 C1220T
Ø 28.6 C1220T
3~/50/380-415

(1) Cooling priority mode: evaporating temp. -10°C; outdoor temp. 32°CDB; suction SH 10°C
(2) Heat recovery 100% mode: indoor temp. 20°CDB; outdoor temp. 7°CDB, 6°CWB; refrigeration load 18kW; piping length: 7.5m; level difference: 0m
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Booster unit
›› A booster unit allows freezer showcases/rooms to be
connected to ZEAS and Conveni-Pack outdoor units
›› Reduced piping requirements, compared to a
conventional system
›› Low sound mode available reducing sound emissions
significantly

LCBKQ3AV19

Booster with Conveni-Pack:
MEDIUM + LOW TEMPERATURE refrigeration + space air conditioning + Biddle air curtain
-19°C
2°C

8°C

Booster

Low Temperature Refrigeration
Cooling capacity
Nom.
Dimensions
Unit

Weight
Compressor

Height
Width
Depth

-20°C

LCBKQ-AV1
kW
mm
mm
mm
kg

Unit
Type
Piston displacement
m³/h
Number of revolutions
rpm
Output
W
Starting method
Frequency ON/OFF
Fan
Type
Air flow rate
Cooling Nom.
m³/min
°CDB
Operation range
Evaporator
Cooling Min.~Max.
Ambient temperature Min.~Max.
°C
Refrigerant
Type / GWP
Refrigerant oil
Type
Charged volume
l
Piping connections Piping length
System
Booster unit - IU
Power supply
Phase/Frequency/Voltage
Hz/V

Booster

3
3.35
480
680
310
47
Hermetically sealed swing compressor
10.16
6,540
1,300
Direct on line (inverter driven)
Less than 6 times/hour
Propeller fan
1.6
-45~-20
-15~43
R-410A / 2,087.5
Daphne FVC50K + FVC68D
0.85 / 0.5
30m or less
1~/50/220-240

(1) Evaporating temp. -35°C; outdoor temp. 32°C; suction SH 10K; saturated temp. to discharge pressure of booster unit -10°C
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Keep cool,
save money

Daikin refrigeration products are designed to reduce environmental impact.
That is why Daikin’s Conveni-Pack already complies with the new
F-gas regulation which came into force on 1 January 2015. Daikin systems also set
industry standards when it comes to energy efficiency. Which allows you to save
money while you help to save the planet.
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